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EXT. AUSTIN CONVENTION CENTER - DAY

A crowd exits the convention center full. There’s a sea 
of bearded millennials with tote bags and marketing 
executives wearing tech-startup branded sunglasses. One 
guy wearing “Google Glass” walks into a glass door but no 
one helps him up. 

SUPER: 2010 
SUPER: SXSW INTERACTIVE FESTIVAL 

In the crowd we discover three friends: STEVE MARABELLI 
“MARBLES” the naive optimist who’s a little dense, HUNTER 
FINE the pragmatic realist, and DESHAWN STAPLE the 
perpetual trend follower. Seniors in college, we notice 
several faded items of University of Texas clothing. 
These guys would never describe themselves as Nerdy, but 
others most certainly would.

DESAHWN
Damn, that truth about the 
environment was inconvenient. 

HUNTER
Yeah but did he really need that 
electronic lift. Showoff. 

MARBLES
What has Al Gore ever done anyway?

The group looks at MARBLES with disdain. 

HUNTER
You guys want to check out that 
job fair now?

DESAHWN
Let’s get some BBQ First. There’s 
a food truck I follow on Twitter 
with a secret menu that’s only 
open for 2 hours.

MARBLES is all for it. 

MARBLES
Yes. That.

CUT TO:



EXT. CONVERTED PARKING LOT - DAY

In a “food truck alley,” various nationalities are 
represented via repurposed trucks selling their 
respective bites. We see the group walk in the area past 
a long line that wraps around the lot twice. DESHAWN is 
worried and taps someone on the shoulder.

DESAHWN
Hey, is this...

PERSON IN LINE
The secret BBQ food truck you 
follow on Twitter? Yes. 

HUNTER
(to DESHAWN)

Come on man, I’m not waiting on 
that. 

MARBLES
Yeah, why don’t we just go to that 
one?

Across the lot, we see a taco truck with no customers. 

DESAHWN
But that one has no line.

HUNTER
Yeah! IT HAS NO LINE. 

They walk up to the freshly painted orange taco truck. 
Behind it is SAM, an attendant who lacks confidence but 
quite chipper. 

SAM
Hey friends, can I interest you in 
a cricket taco? High in protein.

MARBLES
Do you have real tacos? Like 
Chicken ones?

SAM
Yeah, but you should really get 
used to these crickets. You know, 
for the apocalypse. 

MARBLES
I’ll take 3 chicken tacos. 

(CONTINUED)
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HUNTER
Me too. 

A woman from the long line, MARIA, follows their lead, 
and joins the trio in line. MARIA, 23, and hispanic, 
wouldn’t describe herself as “indy-rock,” but her army 
jacket, skullcap, and concert t-shirt tell a different 
story. 

DESAHWN
I’ll take 2 carne asada, some 
nachos, and 1 cricket taco. 

(joking)
To prepare for the end. 

SAM
Ok guys, here’s the Bitcoin 
address, to pay. 

(pointing)
It’s 60 bitcoin, 60 bitcoin, and 
90 bitcoin.

HUNTER
You don’t take cash?

SAM
Paper currency is so 2009.
The future is blockchain man. 

He points to a sign on the truck that says “The Future is 
Blockchain, man” and below says, “We accept Bitcoin 
only.”

MARBLES
I ain’t waiting in that other 
line, guys. 

SAM
If you don’t have Bitcion, just 
download the app, Coinbase, and 
connect your bank account, it only 
takes like a minute. 

As they guys are fumbling around trying to set up their 
bitcoin accounts, MARIA steps up. 

MARIA
I’ll take 2 cricket tacos, gotta 
prepare for the apocalypse, right?

CONTINUED:
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ATTENDANT
That’s what I was telling those 
guys. That will be 40 bitcoin.

MARIA
Say what?

SAM
(with a hand to the 
side of his mouth)

Just ask these guys - they’ll buy 
you one with their cryptocurrency. 

MARIA
(to DeShawn)

Hi um, I’m Maria, wanna front me 
some bitcoin? I’ll give you some 
cash for it. 

DESAHWN
Uh, sure, just setting up this 
thing now. I’m DeShawn... pleasure 
to help pay for your fried 
crickets my lady. 

HUNTER
(confused about the 
process)

Guys, how much bitcoin should we 
buy? 

MARBLES
I’m getting 1000, its like 
nothing.

HUNTER
Sweet. Probably a safer investment 
than World Cup Vuvuzelas. 

SUPER: Remember, its 2010.

DESAHWN
I’m putting in a little more, to 
cover this one (points at Maria).  

SAM
When you’re set up - just scan 
this QR code in the app to 
transfer the ‘coin.

We hold on MARBLES as he tries to scan in the QR code, 
but it’s out of focus and he can’t. 

CONTINUED: (2)
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HUNTER grabs the MARBLES phone and tries to scan it, but 
it doesn’t work either. 

SAM
Guys, you have to be 10 inches 
from the QR code to make it work. 

The attendant points to a sign that says, “You have to be 
10 inches away from the QR code to make it work.”

MARBLES steps back a foot and easily snaps the QR code. 
We see “Funds Transfer: 60 Bitcoin” appear on his phone. 

HUNTER and DESHAWN follow suit and pay via the QR code on 
the app. 

MARIA gives DESAHWN some cash and he proceeds to transfer 
some coin for her food too. 

SAM
And your food is ready. 

SAM hands them their tacos, which are hilariously small. 

DESAHWN
You serious dude?

(to group)
We should have waited in that long 
ass line. 

MARIA takes her cricket tacos and stare. The group looks 
at her taco plate, something is off.

MARIA
Look, I got a double. 

HUNTER
No, I think that’s a live cricket 
humping the corpse of that fried 
one. 

The live cricket jumps off and MARIA throws her plate 
away. 

MARBLES
Who’s up for a burger?

MARIA
I’m in.

CONTINUED: (3)
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The group and Maria leave the food truck lot to get some 
real food. We see DESHAWN and MARIA hit it off. 

FADE OUT.

FADE IN.

EST - LARGE LOS ANGELES DOWNTOWN BUILDING - DAY 

On a very sunny day, we see a large corporate building 
with a sign that says “PAMs’ ADVERTISING.”

SUPER:  2018 
SUPER:  *CRICKETS STILL NOT REAL FOOD YET

INT - PAMs ADVERTISING AGENCY - CONTINUOUS

Inside, We see several people around a conference table 
in a trying-too-hard to look cool company. Several people 
are in business casual attire and we see a two ladies, 
PAM K. and PAM M., with pants-suits on, leading a 
discussion.  Barely awake in the back of the table, we 
see MARBLES and DESHAWN, now older and in their pseudo-
creative, yet soul sucking corporate jobs.  

PAM K.
So who knows what our influencers 
are doing today?

No answers from the crowd. 

PAM M.
They’re making transactions 
social.

PAM K uses her tablet to control a screen that shows data 
which proves PAM M’s point. We see stock imagery appear 
along with screen-grabs of monetary exchanges on apps. 

PAM K.
And at the forefront of all of 
this is blockchain technology. 

PAM M.
Previously a punchline as the 
currency of the Dungeon and 
Dragons audience, in the past 
decade digital currency has gone 
from pennies to tens of thousands 
of dollars. 

On screen we see a picture of Swedish tech mogul, SVEN 
SNARSGAARD. 

CONTINUED: (4)
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PAM K.
Just last week, tech mogul, 
founder of Discofy, and Bitcoin 
investor, Sven Snarsgaard, 
announced that his company will 
only accept Bitcoin and forecasts 
that it will be the currency of 
the future. 

PAM M.
Well that and everyone eating 
crickets.  

The PAMs laugh together. 

PAM K.
So you’re thinking what does this 
mean for us? Well we need to find 
ways to get our brands involved, 
and it starts with product 
placement and branded content.

As the PAMs continue to talk, MARBLES gets a text 
message. The vibration wakes him up. He ignores it. 

DESHAWN gets a text message as well, but looks at his 
phone, its from HUNTER. 

TEXT FROM HUNTER: YO! CAll me. We in da MONEY!

DESHAWN TEXT: In mtg, and don’t talk like that. It’s 
racist.

TEXT FROM HUNTER: SRSLY, get out and call me now.  

DESHAWN gets up and excuses himself, while finding time 
to give MARBLES a wet willy as he makes his way out. 

CUT TO:

INT. MOVIE SET - DAY 

We see HUNTER sitting in a director’s chair in a studio 
warehouse, on the phone as DESHAWN calls. 

HUNTER
D, don’t say a word. I want you to 
get out your laptop and look up 
the price of Bitcoin. 

CONTINUED: (5)
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Silence. 

HUNTER
D, you there?

DESAHWN
Yeah but you said to not say a 
word. 

HUNTER
Just look it up. 

INT - PAMs ADVERTISING AGENCY - CONTINUOUS

DESHAWN is at his desk, he closes a tab of a Pinterest 
board featuring dollhouse furniture. The camera catches a 
glimpse of his desktop background - an old picture of 
MARIA and DESHAWN in Japan on holiday. 

DESAHWN
Ok, looking now.

DESHAWN types in bitcoin into his browser and the price 
is at $99,000/coin and rising. 

DESAHWN
Holy...

INT. MOVIE SET - CONTINUOUS

HUNTER
Yeah I know. We all own, like, 
tons of that crap from 2010 at 
South-by. And it’s still going up. 

DESAHWN
What are we going to do?

HUNTER
Well first things first, I’m 
quitting my job. You gotta grab 
MARBLES and do the same. Meet at 
my place in an hour, okay?

DESAHWN
Done. 

HUNTER ends the call and turns off his phone. The crew on 
the set walk up to him. 

CONTINUED:
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PRODUCER
Hey dickwad, get off the 
director’s chair. 

HUNTER gets up and knocks over the director’s chair.

HUNTER
HEY EVERYONE! I QUIT! 

He stops by the food service table and knocks over the 
donuts on the ground and picks up a handful of skittles. 

HUNTER
I QUIT!

Hunter walks off the set. The crew stand there staring at 
him.

DIRECTOR
Who was that?

GAFFER
No idea, he just walked in here 
and sat in the director’s chair to 
make a call. 

The crew stands there in confusion. 

CUT TO:

INT. HUNTER’S STUDIO APARTMENT - DAY, ONE HOUR LATER

MARBLES and DESHAWN come in to find HUNTER next to a 
giant case of Red Vines licorice, the kind you can only 
get at COSTCO. He hands them a piece each. 

HUNTER
Guys, take some licorice. Let’s 
get down to it. 

MARBLES
This is crazy, man I can’t even...

He chews on the licorice.

MARBLES (CONT'D)
Think. 

DESAHWN
So how much are we worth?

CONTINUED:
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HUNTER
Well I have 940 bitcoin. So like 
that’s over 90 Million Dollars. 

DESHAWN goes on his phone and downloads the Coinbase app. 
He thinks for a second about his password and logs in. He 
looks at his account and thanks god. 

We see MARBLES to the side fidgety. He’s walking around. 

MARBLES
This is horse manure. I can’t. I 
don’t remember my...

MARBLES punches the wall. 

HUNTER
That’s one way to remember it. 

MARBLES
(screams)

Ahhhhhhhh!

(begins to cry on 
DESHAWN’s shoulder)

I want money. Lots and lots of 
money. I want to be rich.

DESAHWN
Don’t worry man, we’ll find your 
password and get your pie in the 
sky. 

CUT TO:

INT. BANK - DAY

SONG: We hear a musical sting of “I wanna be Rich” by 
Calloway.“I want money lots and lots of money...”

DESHAWN, HUNTER, and a bummed out MARBLES walk into the 
bank. Dressed like ordinary people, no one notices them. 

HUNTER
Excuse me?

DESAHWN
Sir...

CONTINUED:
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They look at each other and shrug. The three of them 
decide to just wait in line to see the next 
representative. We hear them listen to the elevator music 
in the background as they look around and wait. 

INT. BANK - 30 MINUTES LATER

Finally at the front of the line, they’re greeted by 
DANIEL, the smug banker type. 

DANIEL
This way. 

He guides them to his desk and points to three purple 
velvet chairs. 

DANIEL
So...?

HUNTER
Yeah. I know. 

DANIEL
What? 

HUNTER
Never mind. You were saying?

DANIEL
I was saying why are you here?

DESAHWN
Cause we’re like super-super rich 
and are going to transfer our 
money to your bank.  

DANIEL
How rich?

DESHAWN holds up his phone displaying the amount of his 
bitcoin account. DANIEL gulps. 

HUNTER
That’s just his. I’m pretty close, 
and this idiot forgot his password 
but once he figures it out, he’s 
got the same. 

MARBLES
Hi, I’m the idiot. 

Daniel changes his demeanor. 

CONTINUED:
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DANIEL
Why don’t you guys come with me. 

The group gets up and they walk past nicer and nicer 
desks in the bank - until they get to the nicest desk. It 
has leather chairs. 

DANIEL
Does this suit you better?

DESAHWN
Yes. Definitely. 

DANIEL
Ok, I’m going to get the paperwork 
ready, we need signatures for this 
kind of thing. All you have to do 
is transfer over the money and 
we’ll be all set. I’ll be your 
personal concierge. 

HUNTER
Like a butler?

DANIEL
No, like a money butler. 

MARBLES
Can you wear white gloves? That 
would be funny.

DANIEL
No. 

MARBLES
But it would be funny. 

Daniel sighs. 

DANIEL
Well how about this, I’m going to 
set you up with our “Purple Card” - 
it has basically unlimited Credit. 
You can start using it now until 
we get all your financials in 
order.

HUNTER
Is that better than a Black Card?

DESAHWN
Shouldn’t it be like an Ultra 
Black card?

CONTINUED:
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MARBLES
Or a transparent card?

DANIEL
It’s purple. Deal with it. 

He hands it to them. 

GROUP
Whoa.

DANIEL
So, what are you going to waste 
your money on first? A little 
strange?

DESAHWN
Naw, first thing I’m doing is 
buying us dope rides. 

CUT TO:

EXT. HUMMER DEALERSHIP. - LATER THAT DAY

DESHAWN, HUNTER, and MARBLES stand outside a Hummer 
dealership. They look around and all the men are 
abnormally short and haircuts with frosted tips. A 
salesman with Oakley sunglasses - held on the back of his 
head - walks up.  

DESAHWN
No. 

CUT TO:

EXT. SUBARU DEALERSHIP - CONTINUOUS

DESHAWN, HUNTER, and MARBLES stand in their same 
positions, but see everyone at the dealership has 
families - babies crying, bad sweaters, sippie-cups. Plus 
station wagons.  

MARBLES
Nuh uh.

EXT. MINI-BIKE STORE - CONTINUOUS

DESHAWN, HUNTER, and MARBLES stand in their same 
positions, but in front of a lot of miniature 
motorcycles. 

CONTINUED: (2)
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HUNTER
Yes.

CUT TO:

EXT. DAY - FANCY SHOPPING DISTRICT - DAY

We see DESHAWN, HUNTER, and MARBLES roll up on their mini-
motorcycles in slow motion as they turn heads. Everyone 
is watching them with awe and curiosity. 

We hear a bombastic hip hop track play as we see quick 
cuts of them spending their money:

-HUNTER coming out of a guitar store with a heavy metal 
ukulele. 

-DESHAWN carrying out a large box that appears to be an 
office-size coffee machine. 

-MARBLES with fresh linens and towels. 

-HUNTER walking out of a Chinese restaurant with illegal 
fireworks and an Iguana.

-The three of them buying expensive juice from a juice 
press store. And then spitting it out.

-MARBLES going to a fortune teller.

-The group all dressed like Julia Roberts in Pretty Women 
walking down the street. 

-The group with all their new purchases outside a real 
estate office looking in. 

The music stops. 

INT. REAL ESTATE OFFICE - CONTINUOUS

Inside the office we see the guys casually walk up to one 
of the agents. HUNTER’s Iguana runs off, but he doesn’t 
care.  

DESAHWN
Hello, we’d like to take one of 
your best houses. 

The agent laughs. 

CONTINUED:
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HUNTER
(nudging DeShawn)

Bring it out. Show them.

In slow motion, we see the glorious card DESHAWN pulls 
out of his wallet. Except it’s a student-ID. 

DESAHWN
Sorry, go back to slow motion.

Again in slow motion, DESHAWN pulls out his purple card, 
which has an angelic glow about it. 

We see all the faces of the real estate agents, they’ve 
never seen a real one before. A weasely-looking real 
estate agent, Greg, hobbles over to them like he’s 
obsessed with the card.  

GREG
My precious.

SARAH, an ambitious agent, pushes GREG aside and gets to 
them first.

SARAH 
Gasp. Let’s get you into a house. 

MARBLES
Did she just say “Gasp” out loud?

CUT TO:

INT. BRENTWOOD MANSION - DAY 

We see DESHAWN, HUNTER, and MARBLES walking through an 
estate. It’s a giant house. DESHAWN stops in front of a 
large statue of a football player in one of the 
entertaining rooms. 

SARAH
So, full disclosure, this house 
has been on the market for 22 
years. 

HUNTER trips over the base of the stairs and knocks over 
a floor board. He looks down and sees a races of dried 
blood.  

HUNTER
(to himself)

Huh.

CONTINUED:
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They continue walking through the house, through empty 
rooms. The foyer, the upstairs bedrooms, the large 
kitchen - seems like the height of 1996 luxury.

Marbles has giant eyes, like he knows something the other 
guys don’t.

SARAH
You’ll notice the french doors, 
the crown molding, and the sound 
resistant windows. 

(trying to sweeten 
the deal)

Plus there’s a guest house outside 
for a caretaker.

They make their way back to the front door. 

DESAHWN
Wait a minute... 

SARAH is afraid that they figured out it’s OJ Simpson’s 
house. She sees a nameplate on the front door that says 
“Simpson Residence” and puts her hand over it - awkwardly 
like she’s leaning. 

DESAHWN (CONT'D)
...this place is awesome. We’ll 
take it. 

MARBLES
Yeah man cause it’s OJ’s House!

SARAH
I can not confirm or deny it. What 
I can tell you is that you can 
move in right away. 

INT. NAIL SALON - DAY CONTINUOUS

Getting her nails done, MARIA is watching TV, zoning out. 
On TV, a gossip news show is showing footage of DESHWAWN, 
MARBLES, and HUNTER riding their mini bikes through town. 
The segment is titled “DOUCHE ALERT”.  

TV ANNCR 
In our latest edition of Douche 
Alert, these three idiots make the 
top of the list. 

CONTINUED:
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Seen shopping and riding mini-
bikes like it’s the 80s, these 
guys are just another in a series 
of idiots who don’t deserve the 
money they’re spending. 

We see footage of the three trying to breakdance outside 
a Gucci Store. MARIA is in disbelief. 

TV ANNCR
And our financials sources have 
tied their money to Bitcoin. The 
currency of nerds. 

On screen “Douche Alert” morphs into “Nerd Alert”.

The segment switches to handheld paparazzi footage from 
behind the bushes of three of them playing touch football 
with a signed OJ Simpson football in the front lawn of 
their new house. 

TV ANNCR
Seen here, the trio has also 
allegedly bought the infamous and 
unsellable OJ Simpson house in 
Brentwood. 

MARIA pushes away the woman painting her nails and shakes 
her head. 

MARIA
I’m gonna get me some moneyyyy. 

CUT TO:

INT. OJ SIMPSON HOUSE - DAY 

The doorbell rings, and DESHAWN, wearing an OJ Simpson 
jersey, opens the door to discover Maria. 

MARIA
(coughs)

DESAHWN
Hi. Maria. Good to see you? I 
think. 

MARIA
Don’t Hi me. You’re some sort of 
rich guy now, and you don’t even 
call me?

CONTINUED:
TV ANNCR  (CONT'D)
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DESAHWN
Well you broke up with me 4 years 
ago... So you weren’t on the top 
of my list of people to call. 

MARIA
So, where’s my money then?

DESAHWN
Say what?

MARIA
The news says you got rich from 
Bitcoin. Remember when you bought 
it? I gave you money. So half of 
it is mine. 

DESAHWN
Did it go down like that?

We see DESHAWN trying to remember what happened.

CUT TO:

EXT. FOOD TRUCK LOT AT SXSW - DAY - DREAM

In this dream sequence, we see a completely white endless 
world with a Food Truck in the middle. DESHWAWN, MARBLES, 
and HUNTER are there, but they are all 6 foot tall 
Cricket versions of themselves. They are holding tacos 
with giant people in them. MARIA, also a Cricket, walks 
up to them. 

CRICKET MARIA
I’ll take several tacos

CRICKET DESAHWN
I am a noble gentleman. I shall 
buy you these with my bitcoin. 
Just give me your cash and viola!

Tacos fall from the sky and everyone begins doing the 
hokey pokey. SAM, the taco truck guy, drives around them 
in circles. 

CUT TO:

INT. OJ SIMPSON HOUSE - CONTINUOUS

DESHAWN is still dreaming, and MARIA hits him.

CONTINUED:
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DESAHWN
Oh I guess you’re right.

(thinking through it)
You did give me money... And I did 
buy extra bitcoin to cover your 
tacos. So, OK. 

MARIA
OK what?

DESAHWN
You can have half my bitcoin. If 
you take me back.

MARIA
How about I don’t take you back 
and sue you?

DESAHWN
How about I just give you half. 

MARIA
Yes. 

Maria congratulates herself. She steps back and talks to 
someone in the driveway. 

MARIA
Shawn! We’re moving in. 

EXT. OJ SIMPSON HOUSE - CONTINUOUS

In the driveway, we see SHAWN, MARIA’s new jacked up, 
muscled out personal trainer boyfriend. He takes two 
suitcases in each hand and heads towards the door. 

He walks through and pushes DESHAWN out of the way. 

INT. OJ SIMPSON HOUSE - CONTINUOUS

MARIA and SHAWN walk up the stairs and claim the master 
bedroom. 

HUNTER
Hey, that’s my room.

SHAWN
Not any more. 

HUNTER looks at DESHAWN and DESHAWN shrugs. 

CONTINUED:
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HUNTER
(angry)

D - What’s going on? 

MARIA
I’m claiming half of DeShawn’s 
money. Need I remind you I was 
there when at the beginning. 

MARBLES walks by in thought. 

MARBLES
(to himself)

Remind you. Remind me.

(has a revelation)
This is how you remind me!

(jumping up)
I got it guys, I remember my 
password from 2010. 

Marbles takes out his phone and enters his password into 
the bitcoin application, unlocking his millions. We see 
the password as he types it. N I C K E L B A C K.  

MARBLES
NICKELBACK!

MARBLES runs downstairs, followed by HUNTER to meet 
DESHAWN. They get in a circle and jump up and down. 

GROUP
NICKELBACK! NICKELBACK! 
NICKELBACK!

MARIA
(annoyed)

Hey Idiots! Keep it down.  

They ignore her and keep up the enthusiasm now that 
MARBLES is officially in the club. 

Until they hear the doorbell. 

DESHAWN opens up the door to discover their banker, 
DANIEL at the door.  

DANIEL
Hi fellows. Just checking up on 
you, I saw on the news you 
bought... this house. 

CONTINUED:
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HUNTER
(loud whispering)

It’s OJ Simpson’s house.

DANIEL
Yes, I know that. The whole world 
knows that. Listen, you guys, you 
may need someone to help manage 
your money. It’s a big 
responsibility to have all that 
cash. So, I’d like to help, 
pending you continue to stay with 
the bank. 

MARIA
(yelling from 
upstairs)

Yeah fools, listen to him.

DANIEL
Who’s that?

DESAHWN
She’s my ex, she owns half of my 
share of bitcoin.

DANIEL
Really? 

Daniel puts his hand in his face. As he’s showing his 
disappointment, a man in a linen suit and sandals 
approaches behind him. This is SVEN SNARSGAARD, 28 year 
old Swedish tech billionaire.

SVEN
I see someone bought OJ’s house. 
Hello neighbors, I’m Sv...

DESAHWN
Sven Snarsgaard, CEO of Discofy? 
I’m a huge fan. I bought your 
book.

DESHAWN reaches out to shake his hand, and Sven likes the 
attention. 

SVEN
Oh nice, thank you. Well, I came 
over to invite you guys to a 
little party I’m throwing, I’m 
right next door. 

CONTINUED: (2)
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MARBLES
(amazed)

You’re our next door neighbor? So 
cool. 

DANIEL
And this is where I leave. Enjoy 
your party, and please, for me, be 
responsible. 

EXT. SVEN’S POOL - CONTINUOUS

DESHAWN, MARBLES, and HUNTER follow SVEN next door and 
discover a pool party full of young billionaires. The 
pool is obnoxiously large and we see a catering crew 
attend to a small rag-tag crew of rich people. As SVEN 
walks the guys through the party, we get introduced to 
the crew. 

SVEN
Guys, let me introduce you to some  
friends. 

They pass by DAVE Z: a balding 45 year old floating on an 
inflatable dolphin tube carrying cheese-whiz and 
crackers. 

SVEN
This is Dave...

DAVE Z
Howdy! Want some aperitifs?

HUNTER
Nah, we’re good.

They pass by ZENA: a 29 year old fashionista doing her 
nails by the pool. 

SVEN
Zena, our princess warrior.

ZENA
Please don’t call me that.

GROUP
Hi/Hello

They walk up to MAMOOSH: an overweight Indian fellow 
listening to metal music on his headphones. He gives them 
a head nod without taking off the headgear.  

CONTINUED: (3)
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SVEN
Mamoosh...

(to Mamoosh)
Hey man, turn up that music for 
everyone.  

MAMOOSH gives a thumbs up, but clearly didn’t hear him. 

They walk over to the shade and discover Harold B. 
Einstein, a 30 year old pale man who clearly who just 
moved to LA from the east coast - we can tell because 
he’s wearing salmon pants and a long sleeve shirt on this 
hot day. He’s takes a break from working on his computer 
and looks up. 

SVEN
And this is Harry. He’s always 
working. 

HAROLD
Interesting choice on OJ’s house. 
You gonna flip it?

MARBLES
No. Why?

Harold smirks and goes back to his laptop. SVEN and the 
guys keep walking. 

SVEN
Enjoy yourselves, have a drink, I 
need to take a call right now, but 
mi casa es su casa, you know?

SVEN turns on his bluetooth headset and walks off for a 
call and the guys stand in the corner of the pool talking 
trying to take it all in. 

DESAHWN
Guys, we’ve made it.

HUNTER
This is bananas. 

MARBLES.
B. A. N. A. N. A. Z. 

One of the party attendants walks up them with a tray of 
appetizers.

ATTENDANT
Fried Crickets?

CONTINUED:
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DESAHWN
No thanks man. We’re good. 

Suddenly, walking out from the bushes that separate their 
houses comes MARIA and SHAWN. 

MARIA
(to DeShawn)

What - you’re not gonna invite me 
to this fancy neighbors party?

DESHAWN is clearly embarrassed. MARIA looks around. 

MARIA
Hey Nerds - did you all get stupid 
rich from Bitcoin too? 

We look around the pool and everyone’s face is blank. We 
know the answer is yes. 

TITLE:  Bitcoin Billionaires Club

FADE OUT.

Behind the credits sequence we see animated 8-bit avatars 
of DESHAWN, HUNTER, and MARBLES running through a Super 
Mario style world collecting coins. 

CONTINUED: (2)
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"Bitcoin Billionaires Club"
Series Overview

Bitcoin Billionaires Club centers on a group of geeks who became 
billionaires overnight thanks to the rise in the price of 
cryptocurrency. It’s Silicon Valley meets Entourage. We follow 
their story as they make comically poor decisions with their 
spoils. 

When we first meet DeShawn, Hunter, and Marbles in the pilot, we 
discover they bought hundreds of Bitcoin back in 2010 at SXSW to 
pay for tacos at a Food Truck. 8 years later, they discover their 
purchase has now made them multi-millionaires, and their combined 
net worth is over a billion bucks. After a spending spree, they 
buy property (OJ Simpson’s house) and meet their new neighbor, who 
a tech mogul who also built his riches around cryptocurrency. 
There they meet a rag-tag crew of other recent billionaires who, 
just like them, got rich quick from bitcoin. Together they all 
form the Bitcoin Billionaires Club. 

The theme of the show is dumb luck, and the more these guys fail, 
the better off they become. 

DeShawn, Hunter, and Marbles are the main focus of the show but 
other members of the Bitcoin Billionaires club: Sven, Dave Z, 
Zana, Mamoosh, and Harry make appearances when the story dictates.  

The first part of the season shows them doing what any 20-
something newly rich idiots would do - spending their money on 
unnecessary things. Storylines include: 

The group playing in a high-stakes poker tournament, which ends up 
being raided by the FBI, and they get rewarded for accidentally 
helping bring down a kingpin. 

DeShawn buying a fashion label and failing - only to get even 
richer from the insurance policy. 

Hunter producing a high budget movie that turns out horrible - 
only to get the film bought out by a rival studio to trash the 
film because they have a competitive one. 

Marbles knocks over a priceless piece of art at a museum exhibit - 
but it uncovers a ring of counterfeiters and they name a wing 
after him. 

As the characters develop the second part of the season has a few 
more serious storylines that break up the comedy, yet still 
maintain the absurdity of what these guys choose to do with their 
money. A few of these moments become a little more of learning 
experiences and put things in perspective. For Example:



DeShawn’s ex-girlfriend Maria sues him for all his money - and the 
legal battle continues throughout the season. 

Hunter’s parents come out of the woodwork to guilt him into cash 
and try to steal all his money, but he wises up. 

Marbles has a near death experience when he hang glides backwards 
and blind over the Panama Canal. 

The price of bitcoin crashes one day, and everyone is in ruins, 
and the group gets their old jobs back, and just when they’re 
realizing how good they had it, the price of bitcoin goes up and 
they go back to being reckless. 

The guys lend money to an antonymous Asian country, only to find 
out it’s North Korea - and they funded their nuclear program. 
However, North Korea pays back the loan with interest, making them 
even more rich.  

Sven, the Tech Mogul, goes on holiday and leaves his company in 
the hands of the guys - they announce a new product that could 
ruin the company. When Sven returns, he interprets their news as 
an giant April fools joke and everyone thanks them for the laugh. 

The guys buy a haunted hotel and their marketing campaign 
bankrupts the business, but they uncover gold in the floorboards 
and earn back all they’ve lost. 

TONE:
Throughout the season, the tone remains relatable, ridiculous, and 
laughable. The main characters may be super rich, but still face 
the same issues with intimacy, relations, and life that we all do. 
The storylines will be grounded, yet there are aspects of surreal 
hyperbole that can pop up once in a while.  
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